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Significant consequences result when a microgrid is connected to a distribution system.This study discusses the impacts of bolted
three-phase faults and bolted single line-to-ground faults on the protection coordination of a distribution system connected by a
microgrid which operates in utility-only mode or in grid-connected mode. The power system simulation software is used to build
the test system. The linear programming method is applied to optimize the coordination of relays, and the relays coordination
simulation software is used to verify if the coordination time intervals (CTIs) of the primary/backup relay pairs are adequate. In
addition, this study also proposes a relays protection coordination strategy when the microgrid operates in islanding mode during
a utility power outage. Because conventional CO/LCO relays are not capable of detecting high impedance fault, intelligent electrical
device (IED) combined with wavelet transformer and neural network is proposed to accurately detect high impedance fault and
identify the fault phase.

1. Introduction

Because of the energy crisis caused by the decrease of oil
reserve, the global warming and climate change caused
by the greenhouse effect, and the air pollution caused by
fossil fuel consumption, development of clean and pollution-
free energy has become an important global issue. The
energy policies to develop and utilize renewable distributed
resources such as the wind generation, tidal wave generation,
and photovoltaic generation are widely formed by countries
around the world [1, 2]. The IEEE 1547 [3] standard for
the operations of the distributed resources and the electric
power system requires that the distributed resources be
disconnected from the electric power system when there is a
fault in the electric power system. Such requirement not only
limits the development of distributed resources seriously but
also affects the power quality and stability of power systems.

This problem can be solved by the microgrid structure. A
microgrid structure is a small generation/distribution system
which consists of distributed resources, energy storage sys-
tems (ESSs) [4], energy conversion devices, load monitoring
and control devices, and protection devices. The microgrid

can be connected to electric power system and can reduce
feeder line losses, stabilize local voltage, and increase local
reliability. The microgrid is an intelligent system that can
control, manage, and protect itself.

This study focuses on the problems of protection coordi-
nation resulting from the changes of system structure by the
connection of the distribution systemand themicrogrid, such
as insufficient interruption capacity of circuit breakers due to
the increase of fault currents and the disoperation of relays
due to changes of fault current directions. The magnitude
and direction of each fault current after the interconnection
must be reexamined and the relays settings and the circuit
breakers interrupting capacities must be reconfigured after
the microgrid is connected to the system. This study uses
the power system simulation software to build a test system
which includes a normally open loop distribution system and
three microgrids to simulate bolted three-phase faults and
bolted single line-to-ground faults in a distribution system
both in utility-only mode and in grid-connected mode. In
the grid-connected mode, electric power is supplied to the
system both by the utility system and by the microsources
of microgrid through the grid-connection controller. In
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the utility-only mode, the microsources of microgrid do
not supply electric power to the system due to failure or
maintenance. The linear programming method is adopted to
optimize the relay coordination. Furthermore, because the
microgrid enters islanding mode when a fault occurs in the
utility system and the protection coordination mechanism in
islandingmode is different from those in conventional utility-
only and grid-connected mode, the protection coordination
mechanism of the microgrid in islanding mode must also be
reexamined [5].

2. Microsource and Power System Protection

2.1. Wind Generation. Wind generation is used as the
microsource of the microgrid in this study. The model of the
wind generation is shown in Figure 1. The wind is generated
by the wind source mean and is inputted to the wind turbine,
and the electric generator is driven by the mechanical output
from the wind turbine to generate electric power. The pitch
angle of the wind turbine is controlled by the wind turbine
governor. The parameters of the electric generator are shown
in Table 1.

In this study, the parameters of the wind turbine are as
follows. The electrical power output is
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where the power coefficient of the rotor is
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𝛽 is ignored and

𝛾 = 2.237
𝑉

𝜔
. (3)

𝑉 = 13m/sec is wind velocity, machine rated angular
mechanical speed 𝜔 = 3.77 rad/s, 𝜂

𝑔
is electric generator

efficiency, 𝜂
𝑡
is transmission efficiency, 𝜂

𝑔
𝜂
𝑡
= 0.75, 𝜌 =

1.225 kg/m3 is air density, 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑅
2 is rotor swept area, and

𝑅 = 54.758m is rotor radius.
The wind turbine is assumed to operate at constant speed

under both normal and fault conditions. The energy storage
system (ESS) stores energy and does not provide fault current
in grid-connected mode. The ESS will supply the microgrid’s
load when the microgrid operates under islanding mode.

2.2. Architecture of Distribution System. The main architec-
ture of the Taipower company underground distribution
system is the normally open loop scheme, with feeders
forming main trunk loops and lateral loops. The end of a
main trunk line is connected to another main trunk line by a
normally open tie switch to form a main trunk loop, and the
end of a lateral is connected to a lateral of anothermain trunk
loop by a normally open tie switch to form a lateral loop. Such
configuration is adopted in the test system built in this study.

Main circuit breaker (Main CB) protection is adopted
for the main transformers, feeder circuit breaker (FCB)
protection is adopted for the feeders, lateral circuit breaker

Table 1: Parameters of the electric generator.

Parameter Value
Number of pole pairs 100
Rated speed at 60Hz 3.77 rad/s
Rated capacity (𝑆

𝑛
) 3MVA

Rated voltage (𝑉
𝑛
) 690V

Xd 0.4 p⋅u
Rated current (𝐼

𝑛
) 1450A

(LCB) protection using 4-way automatic line switches is
adopted for the laterals, and either relay or power fuse
protectionmay be adopted at the terminal duty points of high
voltage customers. The architecture of a normally open loop
distribution system is shown in Figure 2 [6].

2.3. Criteria of Protection Coordination. Protection relays [7]
are deployed in a power system quickly isolate the fault and
to minimize the isolated area and to protect facilities from
damage when a fault occurs in a power system. Overcurrent
(CO) relays are used in this study as the protection devices.
The CO relays must operate fast enough to isolate the fault
areas and the coordination time intervals (CTIs) of the
primary/backup relay pairs should be adequate.

According to the IEEE Std C37.112 [8], CO relays are
classified as MI (moderately inverse) type, VI (very inverse)
type, and EI (extremely inverse) type by their time-current
characteristic curves. Equation (4) with certain values of the
constants 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝑝 is used to represent the characteristics
of a specific CO relay:

𝑇 = TDS × [

[

𝐴

(𝐼input/𝐼pickup)
𝑝

− 1

+ 𝐵]

]

, (4)

where 𝑇 is the tripping time in seconds, TDS is the time dial
setting, 𝐼input is the current passing through the relay, 𝐼pickup:
the pick-up current, and 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝑝 are the constants and
exponents to provide selected curve characteristics.

TheCOrelays of EI type andVI type are used in this study.
The CTI of a CO relay is generally about 0.2∼0.5 sec, which
includes 0.08 sec interrupting time of the circuit breaker of
the primary relay, 0.1 sec of inertia rotation time of the backup
relay, and 0.22 sec of safety margin. As a result, the CTI of a
CO relay is generally set to 0.3 sec, and different time intervals
should be chosen for relays with different characteristics.
However, the CTI may be set to 0.2 sec for a digital relay
because the 0.1 sec of inertia rotation time of the backup relay
can be ignored.

If a power fuse is used as primary protection and a relay
is used as back-up protection, the CTI should be 0.3 sec.
However, the CTI may be reduced to 0.1 sec if the total
clearing time of the power fuse is less than 1 sec [6].

3. Problems Formulation and
Simulation Results

3.1. Test System under Study. The power system simulation
software is used in this study to build the test radial distribu-
tion system as shown in Figure 3. The utility is connected to
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Figure 1: The model of the wind generation.
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Figure 3: The test radial distribution system.

the main transformer through Bus0, and the microgrids are
connected to Bus4, Bus6, and Bus11. Utility power is delivered
through the two feeders Line1–Line4 and Line5–Line8. F1–
F12 are the near-end faults occurring at the outgoing ends of
the feeders, the outgoing ends of the laterals, and the duty
points of high voltage customers.

The operation modes of the test system under study
are utility-only mode, grid-connected mode, and islanding
mode. The operation mode and the system configuration
are determined by the switching of the grid-connection
controller, and the settings of the protection relays should
change according to the operation mode. This study assumes
that there are many groups of settings (currently eight
groups of settings are available) for the intelligent electrical
devices (IEDs) under various operation modes that can be
switched using the protection device management system
and communication equipment.

3.2. Faults Analysis. The power system simulation software is
used in this study to configure the test system which operates
in utility-only mode and in grid-connected mode [9]. When
a bolted three-phase fault or a bolted single line-to-ground
fault occurs, the magnitude and the direction of the fault
currents may be utilized to configure the primary/backup
relay pairs and to determine the optimal relays settings. Note
that, in grid-connected mode, the directions of the fault
currents provided by the microsource may be in the same
or opposite directions to the corresponding fault currents
provided by the utility; thus the total fault currents may

be either larger or less than those provided by the utility
alone, depending on the location of the microsource. The
fault currents at various fault locations are listed in Tables 2
and 3.

3.3. Optimal Coordination of the CO Relays. In order to
isolate the fault area as quick as possible, the relays should
operate as fast as possible and the primary and back-up
protection relay pairs must be well coordinated. This study
adopts the linear programming method to find the optimal
relay TDSs for optimal relay operating times [10].

The linear programmingmethod is a mathematical mean
to achieve the optimal goal by maximizing or minimizing
the value of the objective function under certain constraints.
In this study, the objective function to be minimized is the
sum of the operating times of all the primary relays, and the
constraints are that the TDS of every relay must be within its
limits and that the CTI of each primary/back-up protection
relay pairmust be larger than or equal to 0.2 sec. For example,
for bolted three-phase faults under the utility-only mode, the
objective function and the constraints are as shown below.

Objective Function. Consider

Minimize𝐹 (𝐼) = 𝑇MainCB1 + 𝑇FCB2 + 𝑇FCB3 + 𝑇LCB4

+ 𝑇LCB5 + 𝑇LCB6 + 𝑇LCB7

+ 𝑇LCB8 + 𝑇LCB9 + 𝑇CB10 + 𝑇CB11

+ 𝑇CB12 + 𝑇CB13.

(5)
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Table 2: Fault currents of bolted three-phase faults in utility-only mode and in grid-connected mode.

Location of fault Relay Fault current (A)
(utility-only mode)

Fault current (A)
(grid-connected mode)

Primary Backup Primary Backup Primary Backup
F1 FCB2 Main CB1 11,687 11,687 12,104 12,048
F2 FCB3 Main CB1 11,687 11,687 12,123 12,086
F3 LCB4 FCB2 7,608 7,603 7,321 7,305
F4 LCB5 FCB2 5,612 5,588 5,593 5,300
F5 LCB6 FCB2 4,446 4,399 3,886 4,231
F6 LCB7 FCB3 7,608 7,603 7,228 7,016
F7 LCB8 FCB3 5,612 5,588 5,298 5,075
F8 LCB9 FCB3 4,446 4,399 4,208 3,938
F9 CB10 LCB4 5,672 5,668 4,737 4,731
F10 CB11 LCB5 4,483 4,480 3,881 3,882
F11 CB12 LCB7 5,672 5,668 4,826 4,823
F12 CB13 LCB8 4,483 4,480 3,706 3,706

Table 3: Fault currents of bolted single line-to-ground faults in utility-only mode and in grid-connected mode.

Location of fault Relay Fault current (A)
(utility-only mode)

Fault current (A)
(grid-connected mode)

Primary Backup Primary Backup Primary Backup
F1 FCB2 Main CB1 12,016 12,006 11,696 11,947
F2 FCB3 Main CB1 12,016 12,006 11,432 11,946
F3 LCB4 FCB2 7,270 7,256 6,450 6,885
F4 LCB5 FCB2 5,072 5,042 4,537 4,753
F5 LCB6 FCB2 3,854 3,826 3,389 3,697
F6 LCB7 FCB3 7,270 7,256 6,333 6,630
F7 LCB8 FCB3 5,072 5,042 4,229 4,518
F8 LCB9 FCB3 3,876 3,826 3,131 3,403
F9 CB10 LCB4 5,241 5,236 4,348 4,346
F10 CB11 LCB5 3,986 3,981 3,449 3,442
F11 CB12 LCB7 5,241 5,235 4,340 4,338
F12 CB13 LCB8 3,986 3,981 3,188 3,187

Constraints.We have

𝑇MainCB1 − 𝑇FCB2 ≥ 0.2,

𝑇FCB2 − 𝑇LCB4 ≥ 0.2,

𝑇FCB2 − 𝑇LCB5 ≥ 0.2,

𝑇FCB2 − 𝑇LCB6 ≥ 0.2,

𝑇MainCB1 − 𝑇FCB3 ≥ 0.2,

𝑇FCB3 − 𝑇LCB7 ≥ 0.2,

𝑇FCB3 − 𝑇LCB8 ≥ 0.2,

𝑇FCB3 − 𝑇LCB9 ≥ 0.2,

𝑇LCB4 − 𝑇CB10 ≥ 0.2,

𝑇LCB5 − 𝑇LCB11 ≥ 0.2,

𝑇LCB7 − 𝑇CB12 ≥ 0.2,

𝑇LCB8 − 𝑇CB13 ≥ 0.2.

(6)

Considering the magnitudes of the fault currents and
the relay characteristics curves, the above equations can be
modified as follows.

Objective Function. Consider

Minimize𝐹 (𝐼) = 0.97246 × TDSMainCB1

+ 0.19622 × TDSFCB2

+ 0.19622 × TDSFCB3

+ 0.19228 × TDSLCB4

+ 0.25159 × TDSLCB5

+ 0.32922 × TDSLCB6

+ 0.19222 × TDSLCB7

+ 0.25159 × TDSLCB8

+ 0.32922 × TDSLCB9
+ 0.14705 × TDSCB10
+ 0.16231 × TDSCB11
+ 0.14705 × TDSCB12
+ 0.16231 × TDSCB13.

(7)
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Figure 4: The time-current characteristic curves of Main CB1, FCB2, LCB4, and CB10 for a bolted three-phase fault in utility-only mode.

Constraints.We have

0.97246 × TDSMainCB1 − 0.19622 × TDSFCB2 ≥ 0.2,

0.29842 × TDSFCB2 − 0.19228 × TDSLCB4 ≥ 0.2,

0.45060 × TDSFCB2 − 0.25159 × TDSLCB5 ≥ 0.2,

0.65626 × TDSFCB2 − 0.32922 × TDSLCB6 ≥ 0.2,

0.97246 × TDSMainCB1 − 0.19622 × TDSFCB3 ≥ 0.2,

0.29842 × TDSFCB3 − 0.19222 × TDSLCB7 ≥ 0.2,

0.45060 × TDSFCB3 − 0.25159 × TDSLCB8 ≥ 0.2,

0.65626 × TDSFCB3 − 0.32922 × TDSLCB9 ≥ 0.2,

0.24902 × TDSLCB4 − 0.14705 × TDSCB10 ≥ 0.2,

0.32606 × TDSLCB5 − 0.16231 × TDSLCB11 ≥ 0.2,

0.24902 × TDSLCB7 − 0.14705 × TDSCB12 ≥ 0.2,

0.32606 × TDSLCB8 − 0.16231 × TDSCB13 ≥ 0.2,

(8)
0.08 ≤ TDS

𝑖
≤ 2, (9)
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Figure 5: The time-current characteristic curves of Main CB1, FCB3, LCB8, and CB13 for a bolted three-phase fault in utility-only mode.

where 𝑖 = [Main CB1, FCB2, FCB3, LCB4, LCB5, LCB6, LCB7,
LCB8, LCB9, CB10, CB11, CB12, CB13].

The optimal TDSs of the CO relays found in utility-
only mode and in grid-connected mode are listed in Table 4.
The operating times and the CTIs of the primary/back-up
protection relay pairs are also listed in Table 5 to verify the
optimization result.

The relays coordination simulation software is used in
this study to plot the time-current characteristic curves of the
primary/backup relay pairs shown in Figures 4 and 5 for a
bolted three-phase fault in utility-only mode. Except for the

operating times of CB10, CB11, CB12, and CB13 at the duty
points of high voltage customers which need to be adjusted
for protection coordination, Main CB, FCB2, FCB3, LCB4-9
and all relays meet the operating time requirements.

Because the relay operating times of CB10–CB13 are fixed
at 0.015 sec for fault currents larger than 3423A, the corre-
sponding relays operating times of CB10–CB13 in Table 5 are
corrected to be 0.015 sec as well, and all the CTIs between
CB10–CB13 relays and their corresponding back-up relays
after modification are checked and verified to be larger
than 0.2 sec as listed in Table 5. The results of the optimal
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Figure 6: The time-current characteristic curves of Main CB1, FCB2, LCB4, and PF-65E for a bolted single line-to-ground fault in grid-
connected mode.

coordination in grid-connected mode are also shown in
Table 5.

3.4. Optimal Protection Coordination of Low-Energy Over-
current (LCO) Relays. Because the magnitudes of the fault
currents of a bolted single line-to-ground fault are generally
less than those of a bolted three-phase fault, a power fuse is
often used as primary protection device at the duty point of
a high voltage customer.The optimal TDSs of the LCO relays
for protection coordination for bolted single line-to-ground

faults in utility-only mode and in grid-connected mode are
listed in Table 6. The operation times and the CTIs of all
primary/backup relay pairs are listed in Table 7.

The relay time-current characteristic curves for bolted
single line-to-ground faults in grid-connected mode are
shown in Figures 6 and 7, where the PF-65E power fuses
and the LCBs are in coordination with each other for the
CTIs that are all larger than 0.1 sec. Note that errors exist
between the actual operating times of FCBs and LCBs and
those computed by the linear programming method because
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10 @22800 voltsCurrent (amps) ×

Figure 7: The time-current characteristic curves of Main CB1, FCB3, LCB8, and PF-65E for a bolted single line-to-ground fault in grid-
connected mode.

the actual operating time of a relay is fixed at a constant
value when the fault current is equal to or greater than the
upper threshold. Therefore the erroneous relay operating
timesmust be corrected to achieve optimal protection coordi-
nation. Such corrections are alsomade for the relay operating
times in utility-only mode, and the results are also listed in
Table 7.

The relay settings obtained from optimization processes
were generally taken to be the final optimal results in previous
literatures. However, as shown in this study, the results must

be checked by plotting actual time-current characteristic
curves and bymore detailed examinations to determine if the
results are optimal or if further corrections are needed.

4. Proposed Protection Strategy for Islanding

When a fault occurs in the utility, the microgrid will be
disconnected from the utility and operate in islanding mode.
Under such circumstance, the power to the test system under
study is provided by the ESSs at Bus4, Bus6, and Bus11,
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Figure 8: The three phase currents and the 3𝐼
0
zero-sequence current of the c-phase bare copper power line falling on concrete pavement.

whose capacities are the same as the wind generations as
shown in Figure 3. Power electronic technique is generally
applied to limit the fault current that can be supplied by the
microsource to about 1.5∼2 times its rated output current.
This study chooses 1.5 times the rated output current to be
the fault current that the ESSs can supply during fault period
and assumes that at least two ESSs are supplying electric
power simultaneously in islanding mode to maintain high
power supply reliability.Therefore the test systemunder study
may operate in any of the four sub-modes because there are
three ESSs in the system. The fault currents in the sub-mode
with three ESSs supplying electric power simultaneously are
calculated and listed in Table 8.

This study proposes a protection coordination strategy
that not only utilizes a protection device management system
to integrate the protection coordination strategies of the
entire systembut also uses IEDs that conform to the IEC61850
[11–14] communication protocol as protection devices under
the islanding mode. Power fuses are not suitable protection
devices because IEC61850GOOSE communication capability
is required for protection equipment. IEDs must be able to
determine the direction of the fault current andmustmultiply
groups of trip settings. For example, an IED in this study
system will issue the trip signal only when there is a forward
fault and when the fault current is larger than the pick-
up value 𝐼

𝑝
. The operating curves of the IEDs are set for

definite time and proper pick-up values for each IED can be

chosen and set by the protection device management system
according to the submode in which the system operates. The
pickup value 𝐼

𝑝
of an IED is set to 80% of maximum fault

current to take into consideration the energy drain in ESSs
caused by the load demand. The TDS values of all IEDs are
set to 2, which means the trip signal will be issued 2 cycles
after a fault is detected. The Taps and TDSs for all IEDs in
islanding mode are listed in Table 9.

TheFCBs of the samemain transformer are interlinked by
GOOSE messaging [15–18], and so are the LCBs of the same
feeder and all the CBs of the ESSs. A feeder fault at F2 and a
lateral fault at F6 are discussed below as examples.

(i) A Feeder Fault at F2.

(1) FCB3 immediately issues a CB trip signal when
it detects the fault. FCB2, which is inter-
linked with FCB3 through GOOSE messaging,
is checked and will trip if the current flowing
through FCB2 increases abnormally.

(2) Check the current of the nearest ESS and trip
the CB to this ESS if the current increases
abnormally. Then check the current of the next-
to-nearest ESS and trip the CB to this ESS if
the load-nonrelated part of the current increases
abnormally, and so on until the fault is cleared.
The nearness of ESS is defined by the number
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Figure 9: Waveforms of a c-phase bare copper power line falling on concrete pavement: (a) three-phase voltages and the 𝑑
1
[𝑛] wavelet

coefficients and (b) 3𝐼
0
zero-sequence current and the 5-level wavelet decomposition.

of IEDs the ESS current flows through before it
reaches the fault; the lesser the nearer.

(ii) A Lateral Fault at F6.

(1) LCB7 trips. LCB8 and LCB9 are interlinkedwith
LCB7 through GOOSE messaging. The CBs of
LCB8 and LCB9 will trip if the currents of LCB8
and LCB9 increase abnormally. Check if there is
an ESS connected to the faulty lateral. If so, the
CB to the ESS must trip immediately.

(2) FCB3, to which the feeder of LCB7 is con-
nected to, is checked and will trip its CB if its
current increases abnormally. FCB2, which is
interlinked to FCB3, will also trip if the fault is
not cleared.

(3) Check the current of the nearest ESS and trip
the CB to this ESS if the current increases
abnormally. Then check the current of the next-
to-nearest ESS and trip the CB to this ESS if
the load-nonrelated part of the current increases
abnormally, and so on until the fault is cleared.

In summary, although a fault must be isolated as quick as
possible, ESSs should remain connected if possible to increase
the reliability of the power utility.

5. Detection of High Impedance Fault

When an overhead power line breaks and falls to the ground,
the fault current is small and is usually less than 100A because
the voltage of a distribution system is relatively low and the
impedance of the ground is high. A high impedance fault
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Table 4: Optimal TDSs of the CO relays.

Relay CT ratio Tap TDS
Utility-only mode Grid-connected mode

Main CB1 2000/5 5.0 0.458 0.451
FCB2 600/5 5.0 1.250 1.125
FCB3 600/5 5.0 1.250 1.074
LCB4 1000/1 0.38 0.900 0.770
LCB5 1000/1 0.38 0.700 0.600
LCB6 1000/1 0.38 0.080 0.080
LCB7 1000/1 0.38 0.900 0.770
LCB8 1000/1 0.38 0.700 0.509
LCB9 1000/1 0.38 0.080 0.080
CB10 1000/1 0.17 0.080 0.080
CB11 1000/1 0.17 0.080 0.080
CB12 1000/1 0.17 0.080 0.080
CB13 1000/1 0.17 0.080 0.080

Table 5: Relay operating times for bolted three-phase faults in utility-only mode and in grid-connected mode.

Primary relay Back-up relay
Operating time (sec)

Utility-only mode Grid-connected mode
Primary Backup CTI Primary Backup CTI

FCB2 Main CB1 0.245 0.445 0.2 0.215 0.415 0.2
FCB3 Main CB1 0.245 0.445 0.2 0.205 0.413 0.208
LCB4 FCB2 0.173 0.373 0.2 0.152 0.352 0.2
LCB5 FCB2 0.176 0.563 0.387 0.151 0.548 0.397
LCB6 FCB2 0.026 0.820 0.794 0.031 0.787 0.756
LCB7 FCB3 0.173 0.373 0.2 0.153 0.353 0.2
LCB8 FCB3 0.176 0.563 0.387 0.136 0.560 0.424
LCB9 FCB3 0.026 0.820 0.794 0.028 0.850 0.822
CB10 LCB4 0.011 (0.015)∗ 0.224 0.213 (0.209) 0.012 (0.015) 0.234 0.222 (0.219)
CB11 LCB5 0.012 (0.015) 0.228 0.216 (0.213) 0.014 (0.015) 0.236 0.222 (0.221)
CB12 LCB7 0.011 (0.015) 0.224 0.213 (0.209) 0.012 (0.015) 0.229 0.217 (0.214)
CB13 LCB8 0.012 (0.015) 0.228 0.216 (0.213) 0.014 (0.015) 0.215 0.201 (0.200)
∗The corrected values are shown in parentheses.

Table 6: Optimal TDSs of the LCO relays.

Relay CT ratio Tap TDS
Utility-only mode Grid-connected mode

Main CB1 2000/5 2.0 1.100 1.100
FCB2 600/5 2.0 1.968 1.923
FCB3 600/5 2.0 1.968 1.890
LCB4 1000/1 0.15 0.750 0.730
LCB5 1000/1 0.15 0.690 0.655
LCB6 1000/1 0.15 0.100 0.100
LCB7 1000/1 0.15 0.750 0.727
LCB8 1000/1 0.15 0.690 0.636
LCB9 1000/1 0.15 0.100 0.100

like this is hard to be detected by conventional protection
devices such as power fuses or CO/LCO relays because the
fault current is low. When a high impedance fault occurs, the
charged power line comes in contact with high impedance
objects, for example, tar road, concrete pavement, sand, grass,
or a tree which is not directly grounded, and high impedance
fault arcs are generated. Electric shock and casualty may
occur because the power line is still charged, and the arcsmay
lead to fire and be a threat to public safety or may result in
property losses.

The three-phase currents and the 3𝐼
0
zero-sequence

current of the c-phase bare copper power line of an overhead
distribution system when it falls on concrete pavement are
measured at the location of the responsible FCB and are
shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that there are noticeable
changes in the c-phase current. At the instant when the power
line touches the concrete pavement, no arc is generated yet.
But as the air is ionized and insulation breaks down, low
impedance electric path between the power line and the
concrete pavement is formed and arcs are generated. The
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Table 7: Operating times and CTIs for bolted single line-to-ground faults in utility-only mode and in grid-connected mode.

Primary relay Back-up relay
Operating time (sec)

Utility-only mode Grid-connected mode
Primary Backup CTI Primary Backup CTI

FCB2 Main CB1 0.261 (0.379)∗ 0.636 (0.636) 0.375 (0.257) 0.256 (0.370) 0.637 (0.636) 0.381 (0.266)
FCB3 Main CB1 0.261 (0.377) 0.636 (0.636) 0.375 (0.259) 0.253 (0.364) 0.637 (0.636) 0.384 (0.272)
LCB4 FCB2 0.100 (0.144) 0.300 (0.379) 0.2 (0.235) 0.099 (0.140) 0.299 (0.370) 0.2 (0.23)
LCB5 FCB2 0.101 (0.133) 0.365 (0.379) 0.264 (0.246) 0.099 (0.126) 0.372 (0.384) 0.273 (0.258)
LCB6 FCB2 0.016 (0.019) 0.458 (0.461) 0.442 (0.442) 0.017 (0.019) 0.463 (0.467) 0.446 (0.448)
LCB7 FCB3 0.100 (0.144) 0.300 (0.379) 0.2 (0.235) 0.099 (0.140) 0.299 (0.358) 0.2 (0.218)
LCB8 FCB3 0.101 (0.133) 0.365 (0.379) 0.264 (0.246) 0.099 (0.122) 0.380 (0.381) 0.281 (0.259)
LCB9 FCB3 0.016 (0.019) 0.458 (0.461) 0.442 (0.442) 0.018 (0.019) 0.496 (0.505) 0.478 (0.486)
∗The corrected values are shown in parentheses.

Table 8: Fault currents at various locations in islanding mode.

Location of fault Relay Fault current (A) Fault current (A)
Three-phase short circuit fault Single line-to-ground fault

F1 FCB2 382 384
F2 FCB3 360 363
F3 LCB4 420 128
F4 LCB5 458 443
F5 LCB6 416 334
F6 LCB7 482 166
F7 LCB8 515 187
F8 LCB9 555 241
F9 CB10 350 116
F10 CB 11 379 168
F11 CB 12 409 83
F12 CB 13 438 106

Table 9: The taps and TDSs for all IEDs in islanding mode.

Relay CT ratio Tap of CO Tap of LCO TDS
FCB2 600/5 2.54 2.56

2

FCB3 600/5 2.40 2.42
LCB4 1000/1 0.33 0.10
LCB5 1000/1 0.36 0.35
LCB6 1000/1 0.33 0.27
LCB7 1000/1 0.38 0.13
LCB8 1000/1 0.41 0.15
LCB9 1000/1 0.44 0.19
CB10 1000/1 0.28 0.09
CB11 1000/1 0.30 0.13
CB12 1000/1 0.32 0.07
CB13 1000/1 0.35 0.08

contact point is vitrified by the heat of the arcs until the arcs
finally cease. The waveform of the 3𝐼

0
zero-sequence current

clearly reflects the changes of the c-phase current, but not the
currents of the other two phases or the three-phase voltages.

As stated above, conventional protection devices are not
capable of protecting the microgrid from high impedance
faults whether in grid-connected mode or in islanding mode.
This study proposes a solution which combines wavelet

transformer and neural network to build high impedance
fault detecting IEDs, and the mother wavelet function [19]
in which Db10 is selected for fault voltage and fault current
signal decomposition is used. Five-level wavelet analysis with
10 kHz sampling frequency is adopted to accurately extract
the high-frequency transient of the arc phenomenon. The
three phase voltages wavelet coefficients 𝑑

1
[𝑛] may be used

to identify the fault phase, and the 3𝐼
0
zero-sequence fault

current characteristic wavelet coefficients 𝑑
3
[𝑛], 𝑑
4
[𝑛], 𝑑
5
[𝑛],

and 𝑐
5
[𝑛] may be used to identify high impedance faults, as

shown in Figure 9.
Thedetection of high impedance faultsmay be considered

as a complex process of pattern recognition. Because of
the lack of sufficient fault detection knowledge, methods
adopting neural network are suitable for high impedance fault
detection. The data inputted to the neural network can be
greatly simplified by performing series of norm calculations
of the wavelet coefficients with 0.1 sec data window. After
extensive neural network training and testing, the result
shows that the proposed method using IEDs combined with
wavelet transformer and neural network can detect high
impedance faults successfully [20].

6. Conclusions

The magnitudes and the directions of the fault currents
may change because of the microsources of the microgrid
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in grid-connected mode as compared to those in utility-
only mode when a fault occurs in the system. Therefore
the settings of the CO/LCO relays must be reconfigured
to protect the system effectively. The linear programming
method is adopted to optimize the protection coordination.
The relays coordination simulation software is used to check if
the optimization result is in accordance with the actual time-
current characteristic curves, andmodifications will be made
if needed.

While a CO relay can be used as the primary relay when
there is a three-phase short circuit fault at the duty point
of a high voltage customer, the protection coordination may
not be accomplished due to insufficient CTI between LCO
relay and LCB when a single line-to-ground fault occurs.
This problem can be solved by using a power fuse instead
of a CO/LCO relay as the primary protection device. Such
solution is recommended by this study so that the faulted area
is properly isolated and the system is protected when either a
three-phase short circuit fault or a single line-to-ground fault
occurs.

System protection coordination cannot be accomplished
by conventional CO/LCO relays alone when a micro-
grid operates in islanding mode. IEDs conforming to the
IEC61850 communication protocol, capable of determining
the direction of fault current, and equipped with multiply
groups of trip settings are proposed in this study as protection
devices. When a fault occurs while the system is in a certain
operation mode, IEDs can decide if a trip signal should be
issued according to the magnitude and direction of the fault
current and if some protection devices should be blocked by
GOOSEmechanism to minimize outage area and to improve
power supply quality. Such type of protection coordination
is very different from the conventional primary/back-up
protection coordination.

As power systems with huge generators are gradually
replaced by small and distributed microgrids, IEDs with
IEC61850 GOOSE communication capability and with mul-
tiply groups of trip settings are recommended when power
utilities replace their protection relays or install new ones.
The use of such IEDs will insure that, whether in utility-only
mode, grid-connectedmode, or islandingmode, when a fault
occurs in the system, a protection devicemanagement system
can supervise and manage the protection coordination of the
entire power system. It can not only isolate the faulty area
quickly but also improve the power supply reliability to utility
customers.

Because the arcs resulting from high impedance faults
are random and nonlinear, IEDs combined with wavelet
transformer and neural network are proposed in this study to
identify the characteristic signals of high impedance faults.
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